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ABSTRACT

Two separate imaging payloads were successfully operated using a wireless line-of-sight
telemetry system that was developed as part of a recently completed UAV (unmanned aerial
vehicle) imaging campaign over the largest coffee plantation in the USA. The objective was to
demonstrate the performance of “off-the-shelf” wireless technology in an effort to reduce the
cost of line-of-sight telemetry for imaging payloads on UAVs. Pre-deployment tests using a
conventional twin-engine piloted aircraft at a flight height of 10k ft demonstrated successful
broadband connectivity between a rapidly moving (ca. 280 km hr-1) airborne WLAN (wireless
local area network) and a fixed ground station WLAN. This paper details the performance of the
wireless telemetry system on a slow-flying (<50 km hr-1) solar-powered UAV at a flight height
of 6.4 km.
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INTRODUCTION

The capabilities of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are evolving rapidly. UAV platforms will
soon be offering new alternatives for users needing high spatial resolution imagery delivered in
near-real time (Herwitz, 2000; Masey, 2002). In this context, UAVs are expected to play an
expanded role that will complement satellites and conventionally piloted aircraft (Morgan, 2000;
Lawlor, 2003). One of the fundamental challenges is the development of a suitable telemetry
system (Herwitz et al., 2002). Low cost, ease of use, and a high data transfer rate would be major
strengths for a telemetry system on a UAV imaging platform.

This paper details the performance of a line-of-sight wireless local area network (LOS-WLAN)
based on commercially available wireless hardware configured for imaging system control and
data download. The telemetry system comprising the LOS-WLAN is based on the high-speed
data link provided by Cisco Aironet 340 Series Ethernet bridges. These Ethernet bridges, which
function at 2.4-2.5 GHz and adhere to IEEE 802.11b standards (unlicensed under FCC
regulations), were originally designed for spatially-fixed building-to-building links. Their use on
moving airframes was not originally a consideration. Our NASA-funded UAV science
demonstration mission tested the functionality of Ethernet bridges on both manned and
unmanned aircraft.

PRELIMINARY TESTS USING A MANNED AIRCRAFT

In October 2001, a preliminary airborne test of wireless Ethernet bridge functionality was
conducted using a manned Piper Navajo. This test flight sequence was a demonstration of remote
command-and-control of an imaging payload and the transmission of the acquired airborne
imagery to a ground station. The imaging system used for this preliminary telemetry test was a
Kodak DCS Pro Plus digital camera back (4K by 4K pixel Bayer mosaic array) interfaced to a
Hasselblad 555ELD camera body and lens.

The airborne side of the Ethernet bridge served as the link between the airborne system payload
computer and an omni-directional stub antenna positioned on the underside of the aircraft. The
ground-based side of the bridge was equipped with an omni-directional “rubber duck” antenna,
which served as the link to a portable laptop computer. The ground antenna was positioned 3 km
tangential to the flight lines on a ridge at 0.3 km ground elevation. Each side of the bridge was
amplified to 1Watt using bi-directional amplifiers with automatic gain control. A ground-based
payload operator controlled the digital camera system remotely using the laptop computer.

The payload tests were conducted at a flight height of 3 km. Aircraft flight speed ranged from
275 to 300 km hr-1. Continuous broadband wireless Ethernet connectivity using TCP/IP was
successfully established between the moving aircraft-based WLAN and the fixed ground control
station WLAN. The slant range distance of wireless air-to-ground network connectivity reached
17 km. Error-free 16 MB Kodak/Hasselblad digital images were transmitted with no data
dropouts to the ground-based laptop computer at transfer rates ranging from 1 to 4 Mbit sec-1. At
a distance of 11 km with the data transfer rate exceeding 2 Mbit sec-1, each acquired digital
image was transmitted in less than one minute.



UAV MISSION

Given the success of the preliminary test using a manned aircraft, essentially all the same
Ethernet bridge telemetry system components were used in an actual UAV flight in September
2002. The UAV used for our airborne imaging demonstration was AeroVironment’s Pathfinder-
Plus, a light-weight flying wing equipped with eight solar-electric motors (Figure 1).  The
aircraft is an enlarged version of the solar-powered UAV Pathfinder, which in 1997 established a
world altitude record (>21 km) for propeller-driven aircraft.  A main attraction of this class of
aircraft for monitoring and surveillance missions is their slow flight speed (generally less than 50
km hr-1 depending on wind conditions) and hence their ability to “loiter” over localized areas for
extended time periods. The image acquisition demonstration in National Airspace was conducted
as a proof-of-concept mission over the Kauai Coffee Plantation (KCP). Takeoff and landing were
conducted within special-use airspace of the U.S. Navy’s Pacific Missile Range Facility
(PMRF), located on western Kauai, Hawaii.

Figure 1. Solar-powered UAV Pathfinder-Plus with payload pods on underside of central section.

UAV PAYLOAD DESCRIPTION

The payload integrated on the Pathfinder Plus UAV included the Kodak/Hasselblad digital
camera system and a DuncanTech MS3100 digital camera. The DuncanTech utilizes a single
lens and a dichroic prism to direct incoming light to three separate CCDs (1.2K by 1K pixel
arrays), which provide true multi-band imagery. These two complementary digital camera
systems were configured for remote operation within the severe weight (68 kg), volume, and
power (500W) limits of the solar-powered UAV. The cameras were housed in separate
lightweight exterior-mounted environmental pods (Figure 1) that maintained suitable
temperature, humidity, and pressure conditions.  Each pod was fitted with a 10 x 10 cm anti-
reflection coated window.  Pod volume was ca. 0.05 m3.



PAYLOAD COMMAND-AND-CONTROL

The hardware configuration for both cameras was identical, each with an Aironet 342 Ethernet
bridge (Cisco Systems, Inc) located inside the environmentally-controlled pods and interfaced to
the data system by Ethernet.  The 100mW output of the bridge was amplified to 1W and
broadcast through omni blade antennas mounted in the bottom of the pods.  To avoid cross-talk
interference, the bridges were configured to operate at opposite ends of the unlicensed IEEE
802.11b frequency spectrum, with the Kodak set to channel 1 (2.412 GHz center frequency) and
the DuncanTech to channel 11 (2.462 GHz).

 Each ground system used an Ethernet bridge attached to a separate 21-db gain dish antenna
(Figure 2). Both antennas were mounted on a single tripod with a computer controlled azimuth-
elevation tracking device. Tracking was performed deterministically based on GPS information
on aircraft position. During the image acquisition period, the payload was controlled from a
ground station established at the KCP.  All payload-related activities were coordinated with the
U.S. Federal Communications Commission and PMRF frequency control.

Figure 2. Directional tracking antenna assembly for imaging payload command-and-control. An
Ethernet bridge is located on the back side of each dish antenna.

The DuncanTech instrument was built on a highly customized RedHat Linux operating system,
which supported two IP network interfaces. A menu-driven interface was implemented, requiring
transfer of only a few ascii characters to control the instrument.  The data acquisition program
included subroutines for image assembly, hard disk access, systems health monitoring, quick-
look image evaluation histograms, and camera configuration.  An algorithm was implemented to



automatically trigger image acquisition at prescribed distance intervals along flight lines.  Data
system hardware architecture included an industrial grade single-board computer with on-board
SCSI disk controller, Ethernet, and serial devices, mated to a PCIMG™ passive backplane.
Additional peripheral component interconnect slots expanded the serial communications
capacity, provided a dual networking option, and interfaced to a commercially available frame-
grabber (Imaging Technology PCDig) operating under a custom-developed device driver.

The Kodak data system involved the use of the Windows XP operating system, and included a
micro AT motherboard computer system with integrated drive electronics disk interface, IEEE
1394 high speed serial camera interface, and on-board.  Kodak DCS Camera Manager software
was used for image acquisition in either manually triggered or automatically timed mode.  Other
system components included a data logger for recording payload pod temperature, pressure, and
relative humidity, nd an Ethernet hub.  The operator interface was designed around the use of
off-the-shelf software, permitting the operator to access the flight computer by wireless Ethernet
and remotely execute camera and data logger operation.

RESULTS

Our solar-powered UAV mission occurred on 30-Sept-2002. The mission was performed under
the auspices of a Certificate of Authorization issued by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA).  The UAV was equipped with a transponder and its incursion into the NAS above the
plantation was monitored by Honolulu air traffic controllers. Total flight duration was 12 hours.
The time on-station above the KCP was 4 hours (11:30-15:30 Hawaiian Standard time).  On-
station flight altitude was 6 km above ground level. Flight speeds were less than 50 km hr-1.

Continuous broadband wireless Ethernet connectivity using TCP/IP was successfully established
between the UAV-based WLAN and the fixed ground control system WLAN’s directional
tracking antenna system. The operational bi-directional Ethernet connectivity enabled airborne
imaging system control and image downlinking throughout the flight. The airborne side of the
Ethernet bridge served as the effective link between each payload’s single board computer and
the corresponding tracking antenna.

Both cameras performed successfully throughout the mission. All images were stored on the hard
disks of the flight computers and transmitted over the WLAN while the aircraft was on-station. A
total of ca. 50 Kodak and 200 DuncanTech frames were acquired over the KCP, totaling in
excess of 2GB of image data. Maximum observed operating range of the WLAN telemetry link
was 29km line-of-sight with image data downlink rates of 3-4 Mbit sec-1. Best system throughput
(>6 Mbit sec-1) was achieved with the aircraft flying tangential to the antenna at a range of 5-10
km.  Error-free 16MB Kodak/Hasselbald digital images were transmitted with no data dropouts
to a ground-based laptop computer in less than 35 seconds at transfer rates ranging from 3 to 6
Mbit sec-1, faster than was the case for the manned aircraft test flights.



DISCUSSION

The mission demonstrated the ability of a solar-powered UAV, equipped with downsized
imaging systems, to monitor a localized region for an extended time period and deliver high-
resolution imagery in near-real-time. During four hours on-station, the UAV exhibited the ability
to navigate pre-planned flightlines, as well as perform spontaneous maneuvers to collect imagery
in cloud-free areas.  The line-of-sight WLAN telemetry system using unlicensed radio frequency
enabled rapid image download at rates that led to availability for viewing, enhancing, and
printing within minutes of collection.

The telemetry system represents a significant contribution to the further development of UAVs
as near-real-time earth observation platforms (Morgan, 2000). The project successfully
demonstrated the safe and effective use of a loitering UAV for a precision agricultural
application, specifically, large-scale coffee production. In the near future, loitering UAVs also
will soon be providing provide image support to user communities in environmental monitoring,
disaster relief, fire management, and homeland security (Ambrosia et al., 1998; Gubbels, 2000;
Harvey, 2002; Lopez, 2002).
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